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President announces Anti-Racism and Inclusive Excellence Task Force

By Anna Stolley Persky

Mason President Gregory Washington has announced his Anti-Racism and Inclusive Excellence (ARIE) Task Force, a major commitment to his strategic goal of creating a more inclusive and equitable campus environment. This task force is charged with helping to develop and implement strategies to increase campus diversity and to advance inclusive excellence across Mason.

Mason Science Community

I-Achieve Scholarship

By Anna Stolley Persky

In recognition of her academic excellence, Saleet Jafri was among first recipients of the Mason's I-Achieve Scholarship among students graduated from the College of Science on the various committees.

IN THE NEWS

Science and policy collide during the Pandemic

By John Hollis

The Mason Science Community is at the forefront of fighting the pandemic, with researchers from Mason's departments, schools, colleges, and units. Thank you to our faculty and staff in the breakout rooms who graciously committed their time to share information about our many programs, research opportunities, and resources to support each other.

Events

Full recap of "Inside Science (Our Universe): Stellar Astronomy The Fall Colors of Stars"

By Diana Kwon, The Scientist Magazine

Inside Science (Our Universe): Stellar Astronomy The Fall Colors of Stars.

Tuesday, September 15

therapeutic targets in the era of personalized medicine

Molecular probes and proteomics: discovery of new biomarkers and new therapeutic targets in the era of personalized medicine.

Friday, September 4, 2020 | 10 to 11 a.m.

CMAI: Modeling and Simulation of Viral Propagation in the Built Environment

By Dan Taggart

CMAI: Modeling and Simulation of Viral Propagation in the Built Environment.

Tuesday, September 15

Environmental Science and Policy

By Anna Stolley Persky

David Walnut, College of Science, and Thomas Anderson, Office of the Provost, announced his Anti-Racism and Inclusive Excellence (ARIE) Task Force, a major commitment to his strategic goal of creating a more inclusive and equitable campus environment. This task force is charged with helping to develop and implement strategies to increase campus diversity and to advance inclusive excellence across Mason.
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